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1
Brandmark



1.1 Logo

The coyni logo consists of one core 
wordmark. 

Use the alternate white, space or black 
versions of the logo when the primary color 
combination cannot be used.



1.2 Logo Clear Space

Maintaining a consistent visual identity 
is critical to establishing a distinctive 
and trusted brand. Be sure to retain 
the logo’s existing proportions, color 
and appearance to preserve the visual 
consistency of the coyni brand.

The logo should always have space to 
breathe so it doesn’t appear cramped. The 
grey box around the logo represents the 
space that should remain clear of other 
elements - Don’t put things in it. 



1.3 Submark

As an extension of the brand, the “co” 
lettermark can be used separately.

Use the alternate white, space or black 
versions of the logo when the primary color 
combination cannot be used.



1.4 Logo Sizing

The identity system helps to showcase the 
products that coyni provides.

Appropriate sizing is vital to the visual 
identity of the brand. Never resize beyond 
legibility. 

The primary logo should be equivalent 
to or larger than 40px wide to maintain 
legibility. 

*The absolute minimum is 30px wide and 
must be 100% legible – For web use only. 
Use the suggested min or larger for print.

30px
absolute* minimum suggested reference

40px 70px 125px



1.5 Color Combinations

Use the logo in space and sea green 
as the primary version. Be mindful of 
wonky color combinations and clashes, 
whether it’s placed on-screen, apparel,                           
or printed materials. 

Use the alternate white, space or black 
version of the logo when the primary 
logo cannot be used, for example, on 
backgrounds that are comparable 
in tone to the primary or where             
aesthetically applicable.



1.6 Brandmark Violations

Do not alter the visual appearance of 
the artwork. Doing so will result in the 
degradation of the visual identity and 
strength of the brand. If needed, utilize the 
alternate styles provided if size, space and 
color constraints exist.

Violations

Use the alternate white, space or black 
version of the logo when the primary logo 
is not usable, for example, on backgrounds 
that are comparable in tone to the 
primary or where aesthetically applicable.

• Do Not stretch or skew the Brandmark

• Do Not alter the colors of the Brandmark

• Do Not rotate the Brandmark

• Do Not add a shadow of any kind - Ever

• Do Not alter the font of the Brandmark

• Do Not outline the Brandmark

x

x

x

x

x

x



2
Colors



2.1 Primary Colors

Coyni colors are an integral part of the 
brand identity system.

These colors were specifically chosen to 
align with the industry and identity while 
providing consistency throughout all 
branding and communication efforts.

Sea

Space

hex
35bab6

hex
1d1e2e

rgb
53  186  182

rgb
29  30  46

pantone
3258 CP

pantone
532 CP

cmyk
86  00  42  00

cmyk
68  56  40  79



2.2 Secondary Colors

Coyni colors are an integral part of the 
brand identity system.

The secondary colors, smoke, gold and 
slate, should be applied for additional 
visual identity for buttons, backgrounds, 
infographics and illustrations.

Smoke
hex
f6f6f6

rgb
246  246  246

pantone
Cool Gray 1 CP

cmyk
04  02  03  00

Gold
hex
ffd95a

rgb
255  217  90

pantone
122 CP

cmyk
00  20  77  00

Slate
hex
38383a

rgb
56  56  58

pantone
Black 7 CP

cmyk
62  51  47  62



2.3 Additional Colors

These additional colors are for web 
use only. They serve the purpose 
of highlighting elements like hover 
interactions. 

These colors should not be used outside of 
the web environment. 

Cyan
hex
009d98

rgb
00  157  152

Merigold
hex
ffca37

rgb
255  205  255

Dim
hex
595959

rgb
89  89  89



3
Typography



3.1 Typography

Book 62pt

Bold 62pt

Our Brand
Typeface is

Filson Pro
Family

Coyni brand typeface is Filson Pro.
Filson Pro should be used for all of the 
communication needs of the brand. 

Coyni offers blockchain infrastructure 
leading the new world of payments. 

Consistent use of typography ensures 
that all materials and customer-facing 
touchpoints have a cohesive look and feel.



3.2 Font Weights

Light 123456789
Regular 123456789
Medium 123456789
Bold 123456789

There are four weights that should be used 
across the identity system: Light, Regular, 
Medium and Bold.



3.3 Font Usage

Filson Pro Bold is used for 
primary headings

Secondary headings use medium.

There are four weights that should be used 
across the identity system: Light, Regular, 
Medium and Bold.

Lastly, body and standard copy use either Filson Pro Light or Filson Pro Regular.

For web copy, we generally use Filson Pro Light so that our supporting content does not overpower 
any main-point headings. 

Filson Pro, created by Olivier Gourvat, is a new geometric sans serif family with versatility in mind. 
The distinctive letters ‘K’, ‘Q’ and especially ‘R’ makes this font family unique and very elegant, 
lending itself well to web and graphic design. 



4
Elements & 

Use Cases



4.1 Pattern

The coyni identity pattern has been 
created as a bold yet simple graphic 
device that can be incorporated into 
everything from web to print to office 
walls. The pattern adds visual texture to 
backgrounds, stationary and products.

Do not stretch the pattern excessively 
so as to prevent the graphics from 
“taking over” a background - especially if 
accompanied by text.

For the majority of the time, the pattern 
will be used at a 10% to 30% opacity. This 
may vary slightly depending upon the 
application. 



4.2 Icons

Coyni uses both line icons and illustrations 
to demonstrate, explain and visualize its 
products and services. 



4.3 Illustrations

Coyni uses both line icons and illustrations 
to demonstrate, explain and visualize its 
products and services. 



4.4 Website

The coyni website is a culmination of the 
entire brand identity system put to use. 



4.5 Mobile

The coyni website is a culmination of the 
entire brand identity system put to use. 



4.6 Apparel

The coyni logo and brand elements can be 
used on swag and apparel.



Putting users in 
complete control 
of their money. coyni.com


